
Ruffled Knot Bag 
 
This pattern is based on a Japanese Knot Bag. 
A combination of chenille and ruffled yarns 
turns it into a perfect evening purse! 
 
Materials 
• 1 skein Patons Bohemian in Casual 

Cream (A) 
• 1/4 skein Premier Starbella Flash in 

Marble (B) 
• Size 10 16” circular needle 
• Size 10 DPNs (2) 
• 1 stitch marker 
• 4 stitch holders 
• Small amount of sewing thread 
 
Gauge 
In St st, using A: 8 sts = 4”  
 
Abbreviations 
KFB – Knit in the front and back of the stitch, to increase 1 stitch 
K2Tog – Knit two stitches together, to decrease 1 stitch 
 
Finished Dimensions 
Pouch is about 9” wide by 8” tall 
 
Instructions 
With A, cast on 16 sts onto the DPNs. Split the stitches so that 8 sts are on one DPN 
and 8 sts are on the other DPN. Join in round, being careful not to twist the stitches. 
 
Round 1: Knit 
Rounds 2-6:  Increase 1 stitch at each end of both DPNs by KFB, knit to last stitch, KFB. 
(You will increase 4 stitches each round.) 
 
You will have 36 stitches. Switch to using the circular needle. Place stitch marker at 
beginning of the round. 
 
Ruffle Round 
Stretch one end of B open for several inches. Place it across the right side of your work 
so the ball end is on your left, the cut end on your right, and the metallic edge along 
the bottom. Leaving a few inches to tack to wrong side later, * insert right needle from 
front to back through B and then knitwise into first stitch on left needle; knit both 
together with A; repeat from *. Continue to end of round.  



 
Drop B; do not cut it. You will use it again for the next ruffle round. 
 
**Knit 5 rounds with A. 
Bring up B from the previous ruffle, and work another ruffle round. 
Repeat from ** until there are 5 ruffles.  
 
Cut B, leaving a tail to tack down later. Pull it to the inside of your work. 
 
Continue knitting with A until piece measures 8”.  
 
Handles 
Bind off 2 stitches. 
 
Knit 5 stitches onto a DPN. Leave 
remaining stitches on the circular needle. 
Using DPNs, work back and forth on the 5 
stitches in garter stitch, knitting every 
row, until handle measures 2.75”. Put 
these 5 stitches on a holder. 
 
Knit next 11 stitches from the circular 
needle onto a DPN. Using DPNs, work 
back and forth, knitting every row, 
decreasing as follows: 
Row 1 & all odd rows: Knit across row 
Rows 2,4,6,8,10,12: K2Tog, Knit across row 
You now have 5 stitches. Continue 
knitting every row until handle measures 
5”. Put these 5 stitches on a holder. 
 
Knit next 11 stitches from the circular needle onto a DPN.  
Using DPNs, work back and forth, knitting every row, decreasing as follows: 
Rows 1,3,5,7,9,11: K2Tog, Knit across row 
Row 2 & all even rows: Knit across row 
You now have 5 stitches. Continue knitting every row until handle measures 5”. Put 
these 5 stitches on a holder. 
 
Knit next 5 stitches from the circular needle onto a DPN.  
Using DPNs, work back and forth on the 5 stitches in garter stitch, knitting every row, 
until handle measures 2.75”. Put these 5 stitches on a holder. 
 
Bind off remaining stitches. 
 
Finishing 



Turn the purse inside out, so the right sides are facing each other.  
 
Using 3 needle bind-off, join the ends of the shorter handles to each other. Then join 
the ends of the longer handles to each other. 
 
Sew the bottom edges together. 
Using sewing thread, tack the ends of B to the inside of your purse. 
Weave in ends.  
 
Turn the purse right-side out.  Pull the longer handle through the shorter one, and 
place it on your wrist. Enjoy! 
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Visit me on the web at http://www.knitoutsidethebox.com 
 


